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Abstract It is approximately fifty years since the first computational experiments
were conducted in what has become known today as the field of Genetic Programming
(GP), twenty years since John Koza named and popularised the method, and ten
years since the first issue appeared of the Genetic Programming & Evolvable Machines
journal. In particular, during the past two decades there has been a significant range
and volume of development in the theory and application of GP, and in recent years the
field has become increasingly applied. There remain a number of significant open issues
despite the successful application of GP to a number of challenging real-world problem
domains and progress in the development of a theory explaining the behavior and
dynamics of GP. These issues must be addressed for GP to realise its full potential and
to become a trusted mainstream member of the computational problem solving toolkit.
In this paper we outline some of the challenges and open issues that face researchers and
practitioners of GP. We hope this overview will stimulate debate, focus the direction
of future research to deepen our understanding of GP, and further the development of
more powerful problem solving algorithms.

1 Introduction
The term “Genetic Programming” (GP) has become shorthand for the generation
of programs, code, algorithms and structures in general through the application of
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variation and selection, as motivated by biological evolution [22]. It is a subfield of the
area of Automatic Programming, though usually more closely associated with Machine
Learning (ML), with applications in classification, control and regression. The origins of
GP go back at least to the 1950’s (see, e.g., Friedberg’s 1958 and 1959 papers [35, 36]),
and Turing and others had thought about the evolution of algorithms [31]. While the
history of GP remains to be written, notable contributions have been made by Smith
and Cramer in the 1980’s [18, 120] before, in 1989, John Koza proposed the method
that subsequently became known as standard GP [62, 64–67]. GP has since grown [30,
9, 75] and now encompasses a large collection of techniques to evolve programs (recently
discussed in [104]).
GP is concerned with the behavior and evolution of software or algorithmic entities [6], and even the physical embodiment of these entities, such as the case may be
in robots or electronic circuits. GP thus concerns itself with active entities that produce results, rather than passive ones being optimised. As a model induction method
it is capable of uncovering both the structure and content of a model, performing an
optimisation on both.
Since its early years, GP has been employed to solve many practical problems, both
in industry and academia. In spite of its success in applications, and a considerable
amount of theory that has been developed, GP has not yet reached the popularity of
other ML methods. At the current time, GP does not seem to be universally recognized
as a mainstream and trusted problem solving strategy, despite the fact that in the last
decade GP has been shown to outperform some of these methods in many important
applications (see for instance [56, 80, 32, 28, 78, 148, 150, 4, 13]). The resistance in the ML
community to embrace GP might have to do with its roots in Darwinian thinking. To
this day, there is widespread skepticism about evolutionary thought in many quarters,
stalling ideas based on evolution from being adopted widely. Science in general as well as
Engineering are not immune to these tendencies, and it can be safely assumed that part
of the motivation behind the disregard for GP is caused by the unsettling consequences
of accepting non-intentional mechanisms into the fold of ML. In the meantime, however,
helping to bridge this gap GP has been integrated into MatLab [119] and is now part
of Mathematica too [61], and a number of public-domain and commercial packages are
available that offer GP, at least as part of the toolkit (e.g., [79, 33, 37, 83]).
There are very good reasons for our community to be optimistic. As our field
matures, we are continuously making significant advances in a theory of GP. GP is
solving challenging real-world problems, demonstrating routine, human-competitive
performance, and in our universities GP is being integrated into undergraduate and
postgraduate courses. By effective communication of these successes through the education of future generations of researchers and industry leaders, and publication in
popular science and media outlets, the message of GP is spreading out into the wider
community. We are now starting to benefit from this as anecdotal evidence, and indeed
personal experience of some of the authors of this paper, suggests that GP is increasingly being adopted in a diverse array of commercial settings including design and
engineering, telecommunications and networks, gaming and finance. The number and
variety of recent patent applications which adopt GP also provides tangible evidence
of its increased adoption and recognition [95].
Of course we still have a lot to learn about GP and how to improve this powerful
method. The primary motivation for this article is to highlight and draw attention to
several open issues that are in need of study and clarification. As well as identifying
these open issues, we will discuss previous and related work, point out areas of potential
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and limitations, and suggest ideas for future research. We are deeply optimistic about
the future of GP and we believe we are entering an exciting new phase in our field of
study. This optimism is due to the increased visibility and adoption of GP in industry
and the wider community and, for example, arising from continued advances in GP
theory and the increasing ease of access to parallelism through multi-cores etc., which
can be readily exploited by GP. We hope that this overview, which originates from a
number of perspective panel discussions at the EuroGP series of conferences, which
started in Paris in 1998 [10] will help researchers to focus on further improving the
method and on broadening its appeal.

2 Open Issues
In this section, we outline some of the significant open issues in the field of GP. The
ordering of the issues presented does not reflect an order of importance. For the highlighted issues, we discuss related published material and we point out limitations, if
any, and in some cases suggest ways to overcome them. While much valuable research
has been and continues to be undertaken in the field, at present there is a rush to applications without a proper acknowledgement that we still have a lot to do to understand
GP sufficiently to tackle real-world problems in a more principled manner.

2.1 Identifying Appropriate Representations for GP
Issue: Identifying appropriate representations, ideally based on some measure of quality that captures the relationship between the fitness landscape and the search process.
Difficulty: Hard to impossible to identify an optimal representation, but given a better understanding of the relationship between representation and search, differentiation
between alternatives may be possible.
From the very earliest experiments in the automatic generation of executable structures [30] a variety of representations have been explored including binary string machine code [35], finite state automata [31], generative grammatical encodings [143, 142,
97, 25] and the dominant tree-based form popularised by Koza [62]. Numerous alternative representations have also been proposed, including graph [128], strongly-typed [86],
linear [14], linear-tree [52], and linear-graph [53]. Not surprisingly given our knowledge
of No Free Lunch [145] that no one search algorithm will be the best for all problems,
different representations have demonstrated varying degrees of prowess depending on
the problems to which they are applied. Generally comparisons between representations are limited to performance metrics such as the mean best fitness obtained and/or
the number of runs that successfully find the ideal solution on a series of classic GP
benchmark problems. As a field we are exposed to the danger of proposing infinite novel
variations of representations without approaching this fundamental issue in a rigorous
and principled manner. In general, we cannot currently answer questions like: What is
the best representation for my current problem of interest? To answer such questions
we need to undertake a formal analysis of representations that currently exist. In this
manner we might determine their relative strengths and weaknesses, for example, in
terms of their ability to facilitate navigation through the search space, their ability
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to automatically identify and manipulate modularity in a hierarchical manner, or in
terms of their sufficiency to represent the necessary computational structures to tackle
general programming problems.
One notable source of inspiration that the GP community can take is from the
research that Rothlauf has undertaken into representations, albeit largely from a more
traditional Genetic Algorithm (GA) perspective [113]. This analysis of representation
has focused on issues such as locality, redundancy, and scaling, and Rothlauf and Oetzel
have recently started applying these techniques to GP [114]. Given that fixed-length
representations adopted by more traditional Evolutionary Algorithms such as GA’s
are a limited special case of their variable-length counterparts, the field of GP has the
potential to generate substantial contributions to our understanding of representation
in the broader field of Evolutionary Computation.
An an interesting angle that is perhaps unique to the GP method, is that it is capable of evolving structures and therefore aspects of its own representation. Examples
of this include Langdon’s research on evolving data structures [71] to Spector’s investigations on “autoconstructive evolution” with Pushpop GP [124], which co-evolve the
search operators in addition to the individuals. Exploring the space of alternative algorithms and representations is exemplified by recent research on GP Hyperheuristics.
Just as there are infinite programs in an unbounded GP search space, there are an
infinite number of potential algorithms to search this space of programs. To say that
searching such a space is a significant challenge might be an understatement, however, it
may be that the GP method itself holds the key to discovering appropriate representations hand in hand with the algorithms themselves. Hyperheuristics are demonstrating
early potential to outperform classic GP, and in an exciting twist, theoretical analysis
suggests that a Free Lunch may be possible through their adoption [101, 102].
A great deal of literature now exists in GP on the issue of syntax, and grammatical
approaches to GP have highlighted some of the benefits that these “syntax-aware”
forms of GP can gain. Indeed, another article in this Special Issue provides a review
of this very topic [81]. Until quite recently the issue of semantics had been overlooked,
and there is much promise in this early research to the development of a SemanticAware form of GP [39, 12, 72, 82, 11, 91, 90]. This approach tries to develop operators
that respect the semantics of programs or solutions as well as providing better search
with higher-level constructs that have more complex semantics like loops and recursion.
Grammars themselves have also been used to encode semantic information in addition
to the syntactic rules of the structure language [17, 57]. We predict that the most
efficient forms of GP will combine awareness of both syntax and semantics.

2.2 Fitness Landscapes and Problem Difficulty in GP
Issue: Identifying how hard a particular problem, or problem instance, will be for some
GP system, enabling a practitioner to make informed choices before and during application.
Difficulty: Hard. Problem difficulty relates not only to the issue of representation, but
also to the choice of genetic operators and fitness functions.
What do practitioners currently do to understand if GP (or better, a given GP
configuration) is the right method to solve their problem? The common practice is to
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test some GP configurations by performing simulations. Depending on the complexity
of the application, this testing process may be very time consuming and interpreting
the results of this simulation phase can be difficult, given the non-deterministic nature
of GP. Under this perspective, having well defined and reliable indicators of the ability
of (a given) GP (configuration) to solve a problem would be outstandingly important.
Even though elements like the presence or absence of particular structures in the
population undoubtedly affect the ability of GP of solving problems more than what
happens for GAs or for other optimization heuristics [20, 21], since the early studies of
problem difficulty in GP (that date back to the work of Kinnear [59] with the study of
the fitness auto-correlation function) it looked clear that reliable indicators of problem
hardness must be based on the concept of fitness landscape [126].
The fitness landscape metaphor [147] can be helpful to understand the difficulty
of a problem, i.e. the ability of a searcher to find the optimal solution for that problem. Nevertheless, in general fitness landscapes cannot be drawn because of the huge
dimension of the search space and because of the generally complicated structure of
GP neighbourhoods. For this reason, it is important to define measures able to capture
some important features of fitness landscapes that possibly have a direct relationship
with the difficulty of the problem. Probably the two most interesting measures of
problem hardness for GP, based on the concept of fitness landscape, that have been
introduced so far are: fitness-distance correlation (FDC) [130, 129] and negative slope
coefficient (NSC) [136].
FDC is based on the concept that what makes a problem easy or hard for a searching strategy is the relationship between fitness and distance to the goal. It is a reliable
indicator of problem hardness for GP, but it has the obvious drawback of not being predictive, in the sense that the genotype of the global optimum must be known
beforehand to be able to calculate it.
NSC is based on the idea that difficulty (or more precisely evolvability) depends
on the relationship between the fitness of the various individuals and the one of their
neighbours in the topological space induced the transformation operators used by the
searching strategy (this relationship is often represented by so called fitness clouds).
The NSC succeeds in correctly quantifying the difficulty of some GP benchmarks and
also real-life problems, but has a number of known and well defined problems that
prevent it from being widely diffused.
These two measures are also discussed in another article published in this special
issue [109]. Besides the fact that both of them are based on samples of the search space
(this problem is discussed in detail in [130]), one of the most serious problems of these
two measures is that they do not model many of the characteristics that are typical of
the GP process, and in particular they do not simulate the behaviour of the crossover
operator. In order to fill this gap, a measure of similarity/dissimilarity between individuals bound to GP crossover has recently been defined [41, 134, 42]. Operator-bound
distance measures typically work by counting the minimum number of applications of
the operator needed to transform an individual into the other. While this is a reasonable task for GP mutation (the most common being some variations on the Levenshtein
edit distance [40] and the structural distance [27]), this can be hard to obtain for GP
crossover, because it would imply considering all the necessary next populations or,
at least, to approximate them. For this reason, the similarity/dissimilarity measure
defined in [41, 134, 42] works by calculating the probability of correctly applying the
operator once. This measure was shown to have reasonable computational complexity, and thus to be usable in practice. Furthermore, this measure was successful in
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studying the trend of fitness distance correlation of populations during the evolution,
in implementing fitness sharing and in quantifying population diversity. Finally, it has
recently been successfully used to improve GP generalization ability by means of the
introduction of population repulsors [133]. The definition of this measure opens an
interesting number of research challenges for GP. For instance, it would be interesting
to investigate adaptive controls for population size, operator application and selection
pressure based on this notion of operator-based similarity.
The road to define reliable and really useful hardness indicators for GP is still long,
and much research is still to be performed. Furthermore, a dynamic modification of
the GP algorithm “on the fly”, i.e., of the fitness function, the genetic operators or
the representation. represents one of the most challenging open issues in GP. A first
attempt in this direction has recently been presented in [140].

2.3 Static vs Dynamic Problems
Issue: How does GP perform in dynamic problem environments? Should dynamic environments be adopted as standard?
Difficulty: Medium to hard. The diversity of possible dynamic environments that might
exist, given the degree and frequency of changes that can occur (ranging from stochastic
changes to the opposite end of the spectrum with fully deterministic changes), makes
a general statement about performance or utility difficult. It may be possible to make
stronger statements about certain categories of dynamic environments.
Dynamic environments abound in many application domains where they offer particular challenges for all optimisation and problem solving methods. A well-known
strategy for survival in dynamic environments is to adopt a population-based approach [15, 89, 25], where rather than maintaining a single candidate solution, a population of candidate solutions is employed. This allows a diversity of potential solutions
to be maintained, which increases the likelihood that a sufficient solution exists at
any point in time to ensure the survival of the population in the long term. Dynamic
environments can exhibit changes in many different ways including the frequency and
degree/size of change. The types of changes might range from relatively small smooth
transitions to substantial perturbations in all aspects of the domain [25, 89, 15].
Given the power of the biological process of evolution to adapt to ever changing environments, it is surprising that the number of studies applying and explicitly studying
their artificial counterpart of GP in dynamic environments have been small [25]. Despite the existence of a recent special issue in the Genetic Programming and Evolvable
Machines Journal on Dynamic environments [149], none of the four articles actually
dealt with GP directly. While some applications in dynamic environments have been
undertaken (e.g., [139, 43, 50]), there has been little analysis of the behaviour of GP in
these environments. Examples have examined bloat [76], constant generation [25], and
variable size populations for dynamic optimization [132, 48]. Nevertheless, many of the
theoretical tools used to formalize EAs, like schema theory or Markov chains, seem to
naturally adapt to dynamic environments, and thus can be used in the future for more
rigorous analysis on how and why GP works in those environments, as also suggested
in the article [109].
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A key issue to consider here is the suitability of a problem for GP. We must remember that the natural biological process of evolution results in populations of individuals
that have a great capacity to adapt, and therefore, a robustness that enables their
survival. From a problem solving perspective why should we expect evolution to be
successful at producing optimal solutions to problems when the consequence of such a
process is to produce entities that have a single objective, to survive? This means that
the kinds of solutions produced are good enough to ensure survival relative to competitors and do not need to be the best possible solution at that point in time. When
tackling real-world dynamic problems we must therefore shift our mindset from one of
optimisation to one of survival, and it is problems with these dynamic characteristics
that we should be applying GP to as these are the problems at which we might expect
an evolutionary-inspired search process to truly excel above other methods.
Given this perspective, are we missing the boat by focusing on static problems
where there is a single target? It may be that GP (amongst other Evolutionary Algorithms) is especially suited to dynamic environments. Recent experiments in evolutionary biology simulations, what has been termed computational evolution [7], suggest
that EC/evolution could work efficiently “because” of dynamic environments and not
“despite of” them [55], and that modularity can spontaneously arise, promoting hierarchical decomposition of a problem, because the environment is dynamically changing
over time [47]. Explicit studies with GP are required to determine if GP can actually
reap benefits from these domains.

2.4 The Influence of Biology on GP
Issue: How much detail is necessary to adopt from the biological paradigm of natural
evolution? How much simplification and abstraction of processes is necessary?
Difficulty: Medium to hard. An analysis of the impact of simplification or complexification of the algorithms on improvement of behaviour is necessary. It might be difficult
to clearly discern causes and effects.
Do we use a “sufficient” set of features from biological evolution to embody its full
potential in our artificial evolutionary process? The question can be answered with a
resounding “no”. While it is true that we shall always only be approaching biological
evolution with computational systems, the early and crude forms of evolutionary processes gleaned from nature and put to use in Genetic and Evolutionary Computation
are in no way sufficient to harvest the power demonstrated by natural evolution.
We thus need to go back frequently to the natural example of biological evolution
and study what else can be learned, similar to biologists who for the most part are still
learning about the complexities and intricacies of the evolutionary process in nature.
We are not forced to copy or mimic as much as possible, but we should also not refrain
from taking up more ideas from biology if they are useful, either.
In a 2006 paper one of the authors has argued together with others that there might
be an entire new field of research developing at the intersection between biological
evolution and computing which was termed “Computational Evolution” [7]. In that
paper a whole spectrum of biological phenomena has been exposed which deserves the
attention of computer scientists.
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A couple of topics are worth discussion in the particular context of GP. One of
the main issues of GP is scalability, i.e. the ability to provide algorithmic solutions to
problems that are of substantial size/dimensionality, maybe requiring code of thousands
of lines (or equivalent, in other representations).1 We know that this is difficult today,
as the GP process always tends to compromise between the goals set by a fitness
function and the complexity of the program. This is indeed one of the strengths of GP,
as it provides a natural engine for generalization. But in connection with a difficult
task it produces obstacles, which can be overcome only with recipes for modularity
and scalability in place.
Biological evolution teaches us that there was a key event in the history of life when
multi-cellularity was invented. Multi-cellularity and the accompanying modularity of
function at a high level are related to the “invention” of eukaryotic cell organization
(with a cell kernel holding genetic information, and an outer area of cell function). It
was with eukaryotic cell organization only that development, or the growth of multicellular organisms out of single-celled zygotes (fertilized eggs) was possible. In GP,
development is high on the research agenda, and it is hoped that “generative systems”
as they are called will provide a natural solution to the problem of modularity and
scalability.
Development in Nature, however, does come with more complex hereditary processes, since multi-cellular organisms need a way to provide inheritance on the cellular
level. A mechanism is needed that should be orthogonal to the process of genetic inheritance through DNA copying. This process is now called epigenetic inheritance, and
is one of the main ingredients to developmental processes in nature. Epigenetic inheritance [49] works by switching on and off whole batteries of genes, which is useful during
the growth phase of a multi-cellular organism, and can be used as well to provide intermediate adaptivity (with time-scales of 1-3 generations) for response to environmental
trends. This additional way to confer information from generation to generation of
individuals can be argued to be a side-effect of the invention of the eukaryotic genome
and the subsequent reorganization of the cellular machinery.
So it can be safely predicted that epigenetic effects will be important if GP will
adopt development as a scalability mechanism. Essentially that would entail that programs will need to have additional control mechanisms that will allow the turning on
and off of particular functions, based on environmental and developmental signals.
The genotype-phenotype map has been the subject of continued interest in GP
since approximately two decades. Often, developmental processes have been considered
as part of this area. While we do not want to dispute that it makes sense to lump
developmental processes together with more basic features of the genotype-phenotype
map, development is not the only issue that needs to be addressed when studying
genotype-phenotype maps. Closer to the issue is the problem of (sometimes called
a contradiction between) robustness and evolvability. How can a system be robust to
random changes (fluctuations in the environment, random impact of mutations, chance
encounters) yet at the same time respond adaptively to trends and opportunities?
Biological systems face this challenge every day, and a consensus seems to emerge
among biologists that the genotype-phenotype relation is a key ingredient in mediating
this tension [138, 60]. Speaking in abstract terms, genotype-phenotype maps need the
feature of being able to filter out random variations that happen on the genotypic level
1 Note that this is not scalability in a more narrow sense discussed in Section 2.8. Rather it
refers to a metalevel of characterization here.
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and only allow “productive” changes to reach the phenotype. It is as if it would need
to dampen out higher frequencies / chaotic changes of the underlying genetic system
and transform these changes into adaptations.
The general message of Biology to EC is that complexification of our algorithms
is a key ingredient to closing the gap between Biology and EC. Recent investigations
in this direction show considerable promise [88, 92]. This has the potential to provide
answers to other questions, too, that come under the heading of open-ended evolution.

2.5 Open-Ended Evolution in GP
Issue: Design an evolutionary system capable of continuously adapting and searching.
Difficulty: Medium to Hard. There is difficulty in defining clear criterion for measuring success, and whether or not open-ended evolution is required by GP practitioners.
Can we achieve open-ended evolution with GP, where, for example, a GP system
forms the core part of a financial trading system required to continuously learn without
being switched off? Would it be possible that that same system can adapt over time
to a completely different problem?
Notions of computational evolution can again provide a bridge between biology and
EC, as exemplified by recent work of Moore and co-workers [87]. Essential ingredients of
open-ended evolution are (i) a dynamically changing fitness landscape, (ii) availability
of co-evolutionary processes, (iii) search with continuously injected randomness.
The latter point is important. How can a GP system be open to randomness and
at the same time stabilize its best adapted solutions? Tiered systems whose basic layer
consist of random solutions that are being promoted to higher layers based on their
performance seems to be a feasible way to achieve this goal. Systems based on fitness
layers or on age layers have shown considerable success in this context [46, 45].

2.6 Generalization in GP
Issue: Defining the nature of generalization in GP to allow the community to deal with
generalization more often and more rigorously, as in other ML fields and statistical
analysis.
Difficulty: Medium. The hardness of defining generalization in a reliable and rigorous
way is common with other ML paradigms. The lack of generalization in a GP system
is often due to lack of prior planning by the practitioner.
How to ensure that we evolve solutions with good properties of generalization,
i.e. that do not overfit training data? Generalization is one of the most important
performance evaluation criteria for artificial learning systems [85]. A large amount of
literature and of well established results exist concerning the issue of generalization for
many non-evolutionary ML strategies. It is the case, for instance, of Artificial Neural
Networks (see, among the many other references, [117]), or Support Vector Machines
(see for instance [121]). On the other hand, this issue in GP has not received the
attention it deserves and only few papers dealing with the problem of generalization
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have appeared [68, 26]. A survey of the main contributions on generalization in GP has
been done some years ago by Kushchu in [68]. In [34] the authors use what they called
the “Compiling GP System” to compare its generalization ability with that of other
ML paradigms and show in [8] the positive effect of an extensive use of the mutation
operator on generalization in GP with sparse data sets. In [19], Da Costa and Landry
have recently proposed a new GP model called Relaxed GP, showing its generalization
ability. In [38], Gagné and coworkers have recently investigated two methods to improve
generalization in GP-based learning: 1) the selection of the best-of-run individuals using
a three data sets methodology, and 2) the application of parsimony pressure to reduce
the complexity of the solutions.
A common agreement of many researchers is the so called minimum description
length principle (see for instance [111]), which states that the best model is the one
that minimizes the amount of information needed to encode it. In this perspective,
preference for simpler solutions and overfitting avoidance seem to be closely related,
given that it should be more likely that a complex solution incorporates specific information from the training set, thus overfitting it, compared to a simpler solution. But,
as mentioned in [100], this argument should be taken with care as too much emphasis
on minimizing complexity can prevent the discovery of more complex yet more accurate solutions. In fact, if considered at a superficial level, it may seem to suggest that
overfitting is related to bloat in GP. Recent contributions clearly show, however, that
GP systems can be defined that bloat and do not overfit and viceversa [118, ?]. Thus,
bloat and overfitting seem two independent phenomena.
Overfitting seems more related to the functional complexity of the proposed solutions [137, 131] rather than to their size. Of course, many different definitions of
functional complexity can be considered, each of them having advantages as well as
questionable aspects. This is the case, for instance, for concepts such as curvature, resilience or the degree of the approximating polynomial, like in [137]. It is possible that
each one of these concepts has a different and interesting relationship to overfitting.
In this perspective, multi-optimization is becoming more and more popular to counteract overfitting in GP, where different expressions of the functional complexity of the
solution or other criteria are used as further objectives [137, 135, 38]. This research,
even though promising, is clearly preliminary and represents a noteworthy open issue
in GP. Some theoretical aspects of generalization in GP and hints for future research
along these lines are also discussed in the article [109].
The nature of generalization in GP also needs a very careful look. For instance,
solving the 5-parity problem is not so general as solving for n-parity, with n being
1,2,3,... This truely requires generalization, and not just filling in (interpolation) for
unseen data. This more ambitious type of generalization has not been tackled widely
in the ML community, but it provides enormous potential for GP. We think that it is
worth pointing out that these concepts apply to other artificial learning systems, too,
and not just to GP.

2.7 GP Benchmarks
Issue: Is it possible to define a set of test problems that can be rigorously evaluated
by the scientific community and then accepted as a more or less agreed upon set of
benchmarks for experimental studies in GP?
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Difficulty: Medium to high. Benchmark problems serve as a common language for
a community when developing algorithms, and therefore a certain amount of inertia
to not adopt better ones exists. Also, since GP is already a fairly complex algorithm,
adopting overly simple benchmark problems enables overall lower complexity in the system, albeit at the expense of the significance of results.
Other fields of Evolutionary Computation, like GAs or PSO, have a wide set of
generally studied and agreed open benchmark functions. For instance, GAs’ experimental comparisons often use a mix of synthetic benchmarks, standard test problems
and provably difficult ones, like those presented in [23, 84, 1, 108]. Furthermore, in more
recent literature several real-parameter function optimization problems have been proposed as standard benchmark functions, like Sphere, Schwefel, Rosenbrock, Rastrigin,
etc. In [127] 25 benchmark functions have been selected, to provide a fair comparison
between optimization algorithms. This benchmark suite contains, respectively, 5 unimodal and 20 multimodal functions, further divided into basic, expanded and hybrid
composition functions. Twenty-two of these functions are non-separable, two are completely separable, and one is separable near the global optimum. This benchmark suite
has been accepted as a more or less agreed-upon standard for testing real-parameter
optimization algorithms.
In the early years, GP benchmarks have been limited to the set of problems presented by Koza in his book [63]: k-even parity problem, h-multiplexer, various forms of
symbolic regression, the artificial ant on the Santa Fe trail and the intertwined spirals
problem. More recently, the GP community has begun to use a larger set of test functions, for instance, the suite of UCI repository datasets (recently updated) [5]. Among
them are trivial problems, like the IRIS dataset, but also more interesting ones, like
the thyroid cancer datasets and many others. More recently GP experimental studies
have appeared using classification of network intrusion (see for instance [122, 99]), etc.
Overall, we would classify currently used test functions in GP into three broad
categories: regression, classification and design. For regression, several different kinds
of functions have been used, e.g. sinus, polynomials, Mexican hat, Mackey-Glass time
series, etc. For classification, one may quote the UCI examples, the intertwined spirals, the parity problems, the multiplexer, protein localization, etc. For design: Adder,
multiplier, several other circuits, trusses, tables and other structures are the most used
examples.
While it is true that these problems cover a set of different possible applications,
this set of benchmarks is still restricted compared to other fields of Evolutionary computation, and, more importantly, lacks a rigorous evaluation. Some attempts of defining
new and tunably difficult test problems for GP have been made in [110] with the introduction of Royal Trees and in [130, 129] where Goldberg’s trap functions are extended
to GP.
But still the goal of having a large set of benchmark functions of different nature, like the ones presented in [127] for real-values parameter optimization is not
yet achieved. This is probably due to the larger complexity of GP compared to GAs
or other methods for parameters optimization. For instance, the function set in current benchmarks is composed of functions of a similar nature which does not reflect the
huge variety of possibilities offered by GP. A case in point is program evolution through
patches recently becoming more prominent through works like [141]. This aspect of the
potential of GP is not yet represented in benchmarks, as they are not typical for other
machine learning approaches.
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2.8 GP and Modularity
Issue: Define a clear measure of success for what it means to achieve Scalable GP, as
well as Modularity.
Difficulty: Medium. Adopting practices from other computer science methods may be
one source of tools. Other insights could be gleaned from Biology.
How well does GP scale to problems of increasing complexity/difficulty? How can
we improve scalability of GP? What is scalability for GP in the first place? Given that
representations can evolve (see for example systems like PAM-DGP [144]), and the
complexity of solutions can evolve as well, what is scalability in GP?
Individuals in classical GP are usually constructed from a primitive set which consists of a function set and a terminal set. An extension to this approach is the ability
to define modules, which are in turn tree-based representations defined in terms of the
primitives. This is a very important issue to improve GP expressiveness, code reusability and performance. The most well known of these methods is Koza’s Automatically
Defined Functions (ADFs) [63]. There have been a large number of studies focusing
on modularity in GP, and we give a flavour of some of these here before going on to
highlight important open issues which still remain despite this body of work.
The first step towards a theoretically motivated study of ADFs is probably represented by [112], where an algorithm for the automatic discovery of building blocks in
GP called adaptive representation through learning is proposed. In the same year, Spector [123] introduced techniques to evolve collections of automatically defined macros
and showed how they can be used to produce new control structures during the evolution of programs and Seront [116] extended the concept of code reuse in GP to the
concept of generalization, showing how programs (or “concepts”, using Seront’s terminology) synthesised by GP to solve a problem can be reused to solve other ones.
This aim is achieved by the creation of a concepts library. These concepts can then be
injected in a new population in order to solve a problem that needs them.
Linear GP [14] has other ways to evolve modularity. By reusing contents of registers, memory in LGP can be considered a substitute for ADFs in tree-based GP. This
functionality comes essentially for free, and provides a means to evolve more compact
solutions that would be possible in classical GP. Further, in both of these representations, evolution clearly makes reuse a virtue. If one looks closely one can discover
numerous pieces of code being repeatedly used in various places in the programs [73,
70].
For tree-based GP, Woodward [146] showed that for a given problem, the minimum
number of nodes in the main tree plus the nodes in any modules is independent of the
primitive set (up to an additive constant) and depends only on the function being
expressed. This reduces the number of user defined parameters in the run and makes
the inclusion of a hypothesis in the search space independent of the primitive set.
Altenberg offers a critical analysis of modularity in evolution in [2], stating that the
evolutionary advantages that have been attributed to modularity do not derive from
modularity “per se”. Rather, they require that there be an “alignment” between the
spaces of phenotypic variation, and the selection gradients that are available to the
organism. Modularity in the genotype-phenotype map may make such an alignment
more readily attained, but it is not sufficient; the appropriate phenotype-fitness map in
conjunction with the genotype-phenotype map is also necessary for evolvability. This
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contribution is interesting and stimulating, but its applicability to GP remains an open
question. In [51] the concept of ADFs is extended by using graph-based data mining to
identify common aspects of highly fit individuals and modularising them by creating
functions out of the subprograms identified. In [44] the authors state that the ability
of GP to scale to problems of increasing difficulty operates on the premise that it is
possible to capture regularities that exist in a problem environment by decomposition
of the problem into a hierarchy of modules. Thus, they present a comparison of two
modular Genetic Algorithms, one of which is a Grammatical GP algorithm, the metaGrammar Genetic Algorithm (mGGA), which generates binary string sentences instead
of traditional GP trees. The presented results demonstrate some limitations of the
modular GA (MGA) representation and how the mGGA can overcome these.
Finally, what about emergent phenomena like “neutral code” [93] and repeated code
[74]? Do they provide natural ways of organising modularity and re-use in GP? In a
recent paper by Kashtan et al [54] naturally emerging modules have been demonstrated
in the context of a GA in coherently changing environments. This particular feature of
the environment was key to the ability of the algorithm to develop modules. So while
the former emergent phenomena can be said to be the result of genetic operators (like
crossover), the latter is a reflection of the environment. Yet both are important aspects
of any GP system, and should deserve further investigation.
As can be seen there is a large and varied literature related to modularity in GP,
however, our work is by no means finished, in fact we argue that the most interesting
aspects of this work have yet to be explored. Although the use of modularity in GP
has helped solving some problems that straight GP couldn’t in a fixed number of runs
(or solved them more efficiently) and helped provide new data/control abstractions, for
instance in the form of ADFs, some issues remain open. Are ADFs necessary/sufficient
as a formalism to help solve grand-challenge problems i.e. to provide scalability? And
even more ambitiously: Can we achieve modularity, hierarchy and reuse in a more controlled and principled manner? Can Software Engineering provide insights and metrics
on how to achieve this? In order to be able to get a deeper insight of the real usefulness
of modularity and code-reuse in GP, more theoretical studies are needed. For instance,
given the strong relationship between the concepts of ADFs and building blocks (already pointed out by Rosca in [112]), one may try to develop a framework based on
schema theory [77] in order to formalize the effects of the use of ADFs in GP.

2.9 The Complexity of GP
Issue: What is the best way to setup GP to tackle a problem? Can we define a universal
measure of complexity for GP? How does one handle the structural complexity of GP?
Difficulty: Medium. Factoring in the special cases of evolving code, which may be compiled and interpreted could be challenging, as well as the considerations in evolutionary
search.
Like all Evolutionary Algorithms, GP is a complex system. Rather than this subsection being about a single open issue there are multiple issues that arise due to this
complexity. In this section we touch on some of these issues.
For example, understanding the interplay of the suite of available search operators
and their rates, coupled with initialisation, selection and replacement strategies, which
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might be employed in any one application is non-trivial. This complexity increases
when one introduces the use of a genotype-phenotype map, which may or may not be
itself modulated by a feedback loop to the environmental state. The ability to predict
the behaviour of such a system, and thus the choice of the optimal set of algorithm
components is next to impossible with current analytic techniques. These questions
have given rise to the search for better GP algorithms using GP, i.e., meta-GP (e.g., [94,
103, 16]). A relatively new departure in the field, meta-GP has exhibited potential to
find better GP algorithms to solve a class of problems (e.g. Travelling Salesman [58]),
and some recent theoretical analysis suggests that the normal rules of the No Free
Lunch theory may not apply to meta-search [101].
All of the above overlooks one of the most challenging aspects of the GP representation, its structural complexity. Unlike fixed-length Genetic Algorithms, out of
necessity GP adopts variable-length individuals as the structure of the solution must
be uncovered in parallel with the combinatorial search of the symbols which make up
any one structure. How best to search this variable-length structure space is an open
issue within GP.
Given the structural complexity of the GP representation, it follows that fixedlength structures adopted by most of the other forms of Evolutionary Computation
are a special case of their variable-length cousins. GP might be considered a superset
of EC in terms of representation. As such, there is the possibility that theoretical
advances made in the field of GP will apply more widely to EC, and through research
in GP theory may provide a unified theory of EC.

2.10 Miscellaneous Issues
In the above we have highlighted and discussed some of the more significant open issues
that in our opinions currently exist in the field of GP. The order of their presentation
suggests no ranking of their relative importance, and the list is not meant to be exhaustive. To discuss all open issues facing our community would require a book, so
to give as much breadth to our coverage as possible we present a list of additional
miscellaneous open issues that were considered, and which also must be addressed by
our community.
– The Halting Problem: Part of the standard toolkit in GP is the use of program
constructs such as iterations, loops, functions (including the use of recursion), and
memory. Their use can be problematic, especially when all aspects of their use are
open to the mechanism of evolutionary search, as they can give rise to the creation
of programs which do not stop executing. How to handle the halting problem is
a practical problem faced by users of GP, and a number of strategies have been
employed to prevent or at least detect non-halting programs in some limit. This is
still an area open to investigation.
– Domain Knowledge: How much domain knowledge should we inject into our GP
algorithms? What is an appropriate AI ratio? Koza introduced the notion of an AI
ratio [67] to highlight the fact that for a minimum amount of domain knowledge
supplied by the user (the intelligence) a high-return (the artificial) can be achieved
by GP. He also notes that one of the aims of the fields of artificial intelligence
and machine learning are to achieve human-competitive results automatically, and
that this can be partly measured by the existence of a high AI ratio. In terms of
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–

–

–

–

–

how much domain knowledge to incorporate the answer, at least in part, is that
it depends on the problem. For some problems it can be useful to throw away the
rulebook and let evolution find alternative solutions. For example, in conceptual
architectural design [98, 96] the architect may want to exploit the stochastic nature
of evolutionary search so as to explore an unbiased diversity of form, whose construction is not dictated to by traditional rules or even the preconceptions of the
architect. On the other hand, another architect may want to explore form which
is grounded in these rules and domain knowledge. In the worst cases, by incorporating domain knowledge unfavourable bias may be introduced making search for
solutions difficult or impacting solution generalisation.
GP usefulness for Biology: Can GP inform behaviour of Biological Evolution?
While we don’t attempt to perfectly model biology, the adoption of increasingly
realistic processes may cast light upon the inner workings of biological systems.
Constants in GP: Koza might be quoted about constants in GP “...the finding
of numerical constants is a skeleton in the GP closet...[and an] area of research
that requires more investigation...” [29]. Ephemeral Random Constants (ERCs)
are the standard approach to constants in GP, and a number of variations on the
ERC approach have been proposed to overcome their limitations (e.g.,[125, 3, 115]),
however this is still an open area of investigation (e.g., [24]).
GP Theory: The development of an exact and general schema theory for GP [105–
107, 77] undoubtably represents a very significant result. A difficulty for some researchers and practitioners is how best to use findings such as these. What, if
anything else, does a theory of GP need to tell us precisely to bridge this divide?
What is the potential for GP theory to inform a general theory of EC?
Distributed models of GP: Open questions in this area that deserve attention
include how to decide upon an appropriate rate of migration (with respect to the
number of individuals allowed to migrate and how often a migration event occurs)
in order to maintain a balance between the diversity afforded by separate islands
and an appropriate level of information transfer between the populations? What
is an appropriate topology by which connections (migration pathways) between
populations are structured? What’s the best way to exploit multi-core and GPU
hardware (e.g., see [69])?
Usability of GP: Practitioners need an easily digestible form of GP. There are
so many parameters, function and terminal set membership, fitness function authoring and design, choice of representations and operators, general evolutionary
parameter settings. Design and development of easier to use and more intuitive
software implementations deserve attention, such as ”one button” GP [33].

3 Conclusions
In this article we stress a number of open issues in the field of Genetic Programming
in order to provide a spotlight for discussion. We hope that this document stimulates
a conversation on what issues are most significant and what if any are missing, and as
such help to steer future research in our community to provide a deeper understanding,
and thereby strengthen the Genetic Programming method.
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